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Chapter 3321: victory determined 

Yingying … Was that a giant? Why was he not wearing anything? I think I’m seeing something strange! 

(Embarrassed) 

What the f * ck! You’re so dirty! Was he just staring at that place? (Disdainful) 

Yingluo-I only saw chest hair and leg hair, how is it dirty? It was obviously an eyesore, alright? (Eye-

stinging) 

Yingluo, look! Bro bei’s Holy robe had all flown to the giant! (Excited) 

Yingying was too magical! That kind of Holy garment could actually expand on its own! It was worn 

perfectly on the giant’s body! (Exclaim) 

This … This is the real universe God of War that bro bei was talking about? (Shocked) 

A 300-meter-tall giant wearing such a cool Holy garment was so handsome that no one could compare! 

(Starry Eyes) 

As the audience in the live streaming room exclaimed, the true cosmos Ares transformation was 

successfully completed. 

The entire process was similar to the transformation of a beautiful female warrior. 

However, to be precise, this was uncle chest hair’s transformation, and it was indeed an eyesore. 

Of course. 

The layman watched the show, while the expert watched the tricks. 

The Tiger immortal immediately cried out,”This … This is the commander of the Heaven’s Gate guards! A 

two-star divine fairy-grade Titan Warrior! A celestial … Celestial immortal? This … This can’t be …” 

The four Spider sisters were also shocked. They could not believe their eyes.”A heaven immortal 

descending to the mortal world without permission is a serious violation of the heavenly laws, and it is a 

capital crime! Why didn’t the heavenly punishment descend? Why didn’t the laws of the human world 

reject it? Why? Why is that?” 

That’s right! 

The huge figure that Chen Xiaobei had summoned was the unlucky celestial soldier’s two-star divine 

immortal physique! 

This was because this body was the product of a perfect rebirth. It was like a clone of the original body. 

It was exactly the same, and it looked like a living person. 

“Swish!” 
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However, in the next moment, the four-winged Buddhist demon’s body drilled into the sea of Qi dantian 

of the heavenly soldier body. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei’s voice came out of the Titan warrior’s mouth, ” “Don’t just stand there! This was 

not a celestial immortal at all! It’s just a body without an owner, I can take control of it!” 

These words finally answered the questions of the Tiger immortal and the four Spider sisters. 

It was just a body, which meant that he did not have the cultivation base of a two-star heaven immortal. 

It was like a two-star heaven immortal item without the power of a two-star heaven immortal artifact. 

The laws of the human world allowed the existence of high-level objects, so it would not reject such a 

body. 

“Hmph! It was just a mere body! You scared me to death!” 

The Tiger immortal let out a long breath and coldly said,”Since he’s not a real two-star heaven immortal, 

he’ll be seriously injured if he’s attacked by a two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman! I still 

have a great chance of winning this battle!” 

As soon as he said this, the four Spider sisters all became excited, as if victory was already so close, and 

there was no suspense at all. 

It was obvious that there was a huge difference between items and weapons at the same level. 

A two-star heaven immortal item, although the wine cup had some spirituality and characteristics, it did 

not have the power of a two-star heaven immortal item. 

If he were to use the soul of a Titan Warrior to withstand the attack of a two-star heaven immortal 

artifact, the result would be just as the Tiger immortal had said-he would either die or be severely 

injured. 

“Woof!” 

As he spoke, the huge white-Jade heaven-step ruler had already struck the Qi sea and dantian of the 

Titan Warrior. 

Obviously, the Tiger immortal was trying to damage the Titan warrior’s dantian, and perhaps even Chen 

Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya and nascent soul. 

The best-case scenario was that Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya would be destroyed and his nascent soul 

would be destroyed, allowing the Tiger immortal to win in one move and have the last laugh. 

“Ha, if you can think of it, can’t I think of it as well?” 

However, Chen Xiaobei only smiled. He had already expected this. 

“Black Lightning of destruction!” 

break! Chen Xiaobei shouted, and the Dragon’s edge flew out of the air, its power fully activated. 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 



In the next moment, a huge net of Black Lightning formed in front of the Titan warrior’s dantian. 

“Cosmic God shield!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei used up all the remaining energy in the Saint Cloth to activate its defensive ability. 

The bright light condensed into a huge sun and moon shield, sharp and heavy as a mountain, and it also 

protected the front of the Titan warrior’s dantian. 

“Chi …” 

After the huge white jade heaven step ruler pierced through the net of Black Lightning, its energy was 

weakened by thirty percent! 

“BOOM!” 

Immediately after, the remaining 70% of the White-Jade heaven-step ruler’s power instantly blasted the 

cosmos Divine Shield apart! 

Although the cosmic Divine Shield was of a low level and couldn’t withstand a single blow, it was still a 

heavy barrier after all. It had also worn down an additional 10% of the White-Jade heaven step ruler’s 

power! 

In this way, the White-Jade heaven step ruler only had 60% of its original power left! 

Under normal circumstances, the full power of a two-star heaven-immortal artifact was enough to 

severely injure the body of a Titan Warrior. 

However, at this moment, there was only 60% of its power left, which was equivalent to having its 

strength reduced by a small half. It could no longer cause any serious injuries to the two-star heaven 

immortal body. 

“Bang!” 

With a muffled sound, the White-Jade heaven-grade ruler finally struck the Titan warrior’s dantian. 

The result was just as Chen Xiaobei had expected. 

Although his dantian was shaken and his skin, flesh, and tendons were slightly injured, it did not affect 

the Titan warrior’s normal movement. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei’s plan had perfectly blocked the enemy’s strongest trump card! 

The trump card had lost its effect, and the outcome was clear! 

“Swish!” 

The Dragon’s edge cleaved down from the top of the Tiger immortal’s head, splitting him in half as if it 

was chopping firewood. 

At the same time, his Dharmakaya and nascent soul were also split apart. 

It was destroyed with a single slash, not even giving him a chance to beg for mercy! 



“Hiss …” 

The four Spider sisters gasped, their pupils constricted, and their bodies trembled. They looked at Chen 

Xiaobei with fear, horror, and the fear that came from the depths of their souls! 

At the same time, the livestream room was filled with thunderous cheers. 

Yingluo won! Bro bei did not let us down! He had won the battle completely! 

Qianqian wants my bro bei to kneel down! Simply daydreaming! My bro bei is invincible! Ever-

victorious! Mighty, domineering, and invincible! 

After Xuanji’s victory, there will be no one in Luzhou who can fight with my brother bei! Unifying 

Northern Kuru in three days, that was no joke! My bro bei is a man of his words! He never brags! He 

never acted tough! 

If the beixuan clan master can stop the war in beikuluzhou, he will be our Savior! 

It wasn’t just that! As the descendant of the Golden battle Dragon, the clan master of bei Xuan could be 

our God of faith! We’ll worship and worship bei Xuan faction master forever! 

He looked down on the faction master of bei Xuan! He was invincible! Thousands of generations! ‘Unify 

Northern Kuru!’ 
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3322 A strange breakthrough 

The dust had settled. 

Next, the eyes of the entire Northern kuruzhou were focused on one thing. 

Stop the war and unify the world! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could do it, he would be the ruler of Northern kulu, and all the people would 

acknowledge him, support him, and support him. 

From then on, it would be almost impossible for outsiders to interfere. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei would also receive an unprecedented amount of merit points and a 

group of absolutely devout followers of the monster race. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei’s top priority was to stop the war and unify the world. 

Fortunately, this matter sounded extremely difficult, but the actual situation in Northern Kuru’s Luzhou 

made it easier than imagined. 

First of all, the war in Luzhou had been going on for a long time. Everyone was eager to see the war end. 

They would help Chen Xiaobei and listen to him from the bottom of their hearts. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei’s orders could be easily passed down and carried out as quickly as possible. 

Secondly, almost all of the troops in Luzhou were under Chen Xiaobei’s control. 
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The Army from jiuyou tower would naturally listen to Chen Xiaobei’s orders. The Army from Dragon God 

Palace also saw Chen Xiaobei as the descendant of the Golden battle Dragon. 

As for the Army of the heavenly Yin Hall, they had already been almost wiped out by the nine nether 

platform. Even if there were some remaining forces, they had long been a group of Dragons without a 

leader and had been completely defeated. 

Moreover, they had just witnessed Chen Xiaobei’s invincible power in the live stream, so they did not 

dare to resist. 

Their only way out was to submit. 

The people and the military were all loyal to Chen Xiaobei. The unification of beikuluzhou was a piece of 

cake for him. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not even need to do it himself. 

He directly entrusted immortal dugu zang to deal with the aftermath. 

First of all, dugu zang Xian was the sacred Lord of the netherworld seal, and his leadership was 

unquestionable. 

Secondly, dugu zang Xian had a deep understanding of the northern kuruzhou, so his operation was 

even more smooth. 

Lastly, and most importantly, everyone in the northern kuruzhou believed that dugu zang Xian was Chen 

Xiaobei’s fiancée. If dugu zang Xian were to step in, it would be equivalent to Chen Xiaobei stepping in. 

No one would dare to not give him face. 

From this, it could be seen that the unification of the northern kulu continent by the bei Xuan faction 

was already a foregone conclusion. Not only would there be no accidents, but it would also be very 

smooth, and might even be completed earlier than the southern jambu continent and the Videha. 

Chen Xiaobei had left this matter to dugu zang Xian. 

Chen Xiaobei did not slack off. He entered the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and began a long period 

of cultivation. 

Chen Xiaobei’s goal was to ascend to heaven in three months! 

Goddess nüwa said that Chang ‘e would not be in any danger for the time being, but if it went on for 

more than three months, Chang’ E’s heart would be completely erased, and she would become Chen 

Xiaobei’s mortal enemy forever. 

Chen Xiaobei had always been a loyal friend. He could not accept the fact that Chang ‘e fairy had turned 

from a good friend to an enemy. 

Furthermore, when the red envelope group was first established, Chang ‘e was like a fangirl who 

worshipped, supported, and defended Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei remembered all of this clearly. 



Even though they had never met, Chen Xiaobei had already regarded Chang ‘e as his best friend! 

As the saying goes, a scholar will die for his bosom friend! 

In order to ensure the safety of Chang ‘e fairy, Chen Xiaobei had to ascend to the immortal world within 

three months. 

The minimum requirement for Ascension was to reach the peak of the earth immortal realm. 

However, there was only a very low chance of encountering the heavenly Tribulation when one reached 

the peak of the earth immortal realm. Some people had even stayed in this realm for hundreds of 

millions of years without seeing the shadow of the heavenly Tribulation. 

For this reason, the safest way to face the heavenly Tribulation quickly and punctually was to break 

through to the half-step heaven immortal realm. 

In order to improve his cultivation, he had to cultivate! 

…… 

Inside the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

The five old turtles took turns to activate the sunlight cache. 

Chen Xiaobei took out a large number of low-grade spiritual jades and went into seclusion to cultivate. 

This time, he had cultivated for 347 hours, which was close to 20834 minutes. 

With the sunlight cache’s special ability, it would be equivalent to 20834 days, a full 500000 hours. 

It consumed 200000 upper spiritual energy per hour, which was 100 billion upper spiritual stones in 

total. 

The facts proved that the higher one’s cultivation, the harder it was to break through. 

After entering the body integration stage, it was the same as breaking through a small realm, but the 

time and consumption of spirit stones were more than twice that of the soul transformation stage. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei was still rich. 100 billion upper-grade spiritual stones were only 1000 low-grade 

spiritual jades. To Chen Xiaobei, it was not a big expense. 

As long as his cultivation level improved, all his efforts would be worth it. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: mid-body integration stage. Lifespan: [ year 924150, physique: 150 

million, combat power: 2 billion, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

This time, Chen Xiaobei’s combat power had increased by 500 million and his lifespan had increased by 

400000 years! 

Clearly, this was the work of the heavenly Dao cultivation Halo and heavenly Dao life Halo. 

Without the two halos, Chen Xiaobei would have needed to spend ten times the time and spiritual Qi to 

increase his combat power and lifespan. 



“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a breath of air and tried to open his eyes. 

It was wrong! 

How could he open his eyes during his closed-door cultivation? 

Since his eyes were open, why couldn’t he see anything when he was in seclusion? 

Chen Xiaobei suddenly had two questions. 

“Master! You’re finally awake! When you were cultivating, something terrible happened!” The five old 

turtles stopped the sunlight cache and gathered around Chen Xiaobei. 

“Something scary? What’s going on?” Chen Xiaobei quickly asked. He immediately realized that this 

must have something to do with his eyes being open. 

“It’s like this …” 

The five old turtles composed themselves and said with lingering fear, ” “After you reached a meditative 

state, you suddenly opened your eyes! There’s an evil golden-red color in your pupils!” 

“And your entire body is emitting a terrifying demonic Qi! It was as if he was a powerful demon that 

could kill gods and destroy Buddhas in the Three Realms! Just the pressure alone is enough to make us 

shiver in fear and lose our minds!” 

what’s even more strange is that when you were meditating, you actually opened your mouth to speak. 

Furthermore, the voice that came out of your mouth was a woman’s voice! 

The five old turtles were very nervous. When they thought of this strange scene, they could not help but 

break out in cold sweat and tremble. 

what??? ” Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded,’my eyes have turned red and gold, and I’m making a 

woman’s voice? What did I just say?” 

The five old turtles quickly replied,”you’ve been repeating,” save me …”Only you can save me …” 
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3323 The mystery of the sky Yao 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face fell. After listening to the five old turtles ‘story, he immediately recalled what had 

happened. 

Chen Xiaobei had once found a Pearl that contained a mysterious red-gold gossamer in the empty Jade 

Palace’s Treasury. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and Di Jiang went to capture Zhurong and found the Treasury of the flaming 

heavenly sect in the depths of the lava. 
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In the Treasury, there was a fire seed left behind by the ancient fiery King. 

And when the Pearl and the fire seed met, there was a magical resonance. 

The Scarlet-gold gossamer in the Pearl broke out of the Pearl, exuding a terrifying fire-elemental aura. 

The hair-like gossamers were thousands of times hotter than the lava underground. Even with the fire 

taming Pearl protecting him, Chen Xiaobei could not withstand the heat. 

If it was anyone else, they would have been burned to death by the intense heat within a few seconds if 

they came into contact with the red-gold gossamer. 

When the red-gold gossamer was floating in the air, Chen Xiaobei suspected that it was a woman’s long 

hair. 

If a single strand of hair was already so terrifying, then if there really was such a woman with a head full 

of golden hair, she would probably be a high-level existence in the heaven realm. 

Immortals at this level could incinerate a planet and engulf the world in a sea of fire with a single move. 

Then, something even stranger happened, which confirmed Chen Xiaobei’s suspicion. 

After the Scarlet-gold gossamer and the fiery King Fire seed merged, it drilled into Chen Xiaobei’s 

glabella. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei felt as if he had been sealed. He could not move his body, not even his Dharmakaya 

or nascent soul could leave his body. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei went through a terrible torture. The pain was indescribable. If it were anyone 

else, they would have died from the pain or had a mental breakdown. 

But Chen Xiaobei’s body had been tested by the trial of the mighty body, and his mind was strong 

enough to withstand the terrible pain. 

What happened next was exactly the same as when he was cultivating in seclusion. 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes glowed with a strange red-gold color. In his mind, the voice of a woman asking for 

help kept repeating. 

At that time, Chen Xiaobei thought that it was just an illusion caused by the torture and did not pay 

much attention to it. 

However, after he came out of the lava, Chen Xiaobei had unexpectedly received the legendary blessing 

of the sky demon! 

According to Emperor Jiang’s explanation, the sky demon’s blessing would first have a test, and those 

who passed the test would be able to obtain some mysterious opportunities from the sky demon’s 

blessing. 

The fact that Chen Xiaobei was able to withstand the terrifying torture was probably the test of the ‘sky 

demon’. 



Chen Xiaobei had performed perfectly in this test, so he was blessed with the best opportunity in the sky 

demon’s blessing-mirror-breaking! 

It was then that Chen Xiaobei broke through from 5-star soul transformation to 6-star body integration. 

Speaking of which, that time when he had a chance to break through a major realm, it was really all 

thanks to the Scarlet Gold gossamer and the mysterious fire seed. 

If it were not for these two strange treasures, Chen Xiaobei would not have been able to obtain the sky 

demon’s blessing. 

Chen Xiaobei did not think much of it. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei came up with a new theory after the five old turtles ‘description. 

“It’s very likely that the Scarlet-gold gossamer is the hair of a ‘sky demon’! The mysterious fire seed is a 

signal released from a certain seal by the ‘heavenly demon’! ” 

‘When the red-gold gossamer and the heavenly Demon Fire seed come into contact, the heavenly 

demon blessing test will be triggered! Those who pass the test will be recognized by the ‘sky demon’! ” 

“In other words, when I passed the test and received the heavenly demon’s blessing, I officially became 

the ‘heavenly demon’s distress signal!” 

therefore, when I enter a special state, the sky Yao’s cry for help will be out of my control, just like just 

now! 

Chen Xiaobei’s deduction made sense. 

There must be a sealed heavenly demon somewhere. Judging from the sound, it should be a demonic 

woman, and a super powerful demon with Scarlet and golden hair. 

I’ll ask brother Emperor Jiang later. He must know about a big demon with a reputation! Chen Xiaobei 

calmed himself down and stopped thinking about this matter. 

This was all he could deduce. The rest would depend on what Emperor Jiang had to say. 

…… 

Chen Xiaobei packed up and went to visit Luo puti. 

Luo puti was still in seclusion. 

Ever since she said that she was about to break through to the half-step heaven immortal realm, she had 

been meditating in seclusion in the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

Judging from her current situation, there was no change in her cultivation. She was probably just a 

breath away from a breakthrough. 

Chen Xiaobei left the verdant Emperor divine gourd without disturbing Luo puti. 

[ding! You have ended the war. You have been rewarded with five trillion merit points!] 



[ding! You have protected the people of the world. You have been rewarded with 5000 billion merit 

points!] 

[your current merit points are 20101.67 billion.(Charm: 20,10.167 billion, luck: 2010.167 billion! 

When he returned to the real world, Chen Xiaobei was shocked by the merit points he had received. 

Ten trillion! 

This was the rhythm of blowing up the heavens! 

“I’ve been cultivating in the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd for almost fifteen days! It seems that Xian 

‘er has already unified the northern kuruzhou for me!” 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei knew where the merit points came from. 

The war in Northern kuluzhou would be completely stopped, and billions of people would no longer be 

tortured by the war. 

Chen Xiaobei deserved this merit! 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have been upgraded to the seventh human Emperor! ] 

Then, another surprise came. 

Once again, he had leveled up to the human Emperor level. He was one step closer to the goal that Chen 

Xiaobei had set for himself. 

“Neither the Nanzhan state nor the victorious East state have been unified yet! After I take care of these 

two continents, I might be able to become a renhuang of nine lives and get an immortal Ascension pill!” 

Chen Xiaobei was in a good mood. 

An Ascension elixir was equivalent to one of the parents being able to ascend to the immortal world 

with 100% safety. 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was something even happier than his own Ascension. 

“Next, I can unify the West aparagodaniya continent! There’s still about ten trillion merit points left … I 

don’t think it’s enough for you to let me defeat the Emperor of Nine Worlds twice …” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned again. 

After all, both his parents needed the immortal Ascension elixir. If they couldn’t defeat the nine 

renhuangs for the second time, there would be a huge change in this matter. 

“However, there’s no need to be too anxious!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ” the merits I’ve obtained so far are only for unifying the 

merits of each continent. 

if the four continents are all under the control of beixuan and the earth-god Realm is unified, I might be 

able to obtain an even more amazing amount of merit! 



Chen Xiaobei finally let out a sigh of relief. 

It wasn’t impossible to defeat the Emperor of nine lives twice. 

Then, there was good news. 

[ the number of new believers has increased … ] 
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3324 Merit Halo 

Without a doubt, after unifying Northern kuruzhou, Chen Xiaobei would not only gain a huge amount of 

merit points, he would also gain an unprecedented number of new believers! 

[ the number of new believers has increased by 30 billion! ] The total number of believers was 120 

billion! (Only ‘100 million’ as the unit, the rest of the numbers are not calculated in detail.) 

“What the f * ck! 30 billion! There are actually so many of them!” 

Chen Xiaobei was excited. 

The number of followers was closely related to the heavenly halo. It could help Chen Xiaobei to increase 

his strength. 

Even though the population of the northern kuruzhou was far more than 30 billion. 

The people might be grateful to Chen Xiaobei, but not all of them would change their faith so easily. 

Only those who had no faith or whose faith had collapsed would become Chen Xiaobei’s followers. 

These people who changed immediately were the 30 billion new believers that Chen Xiaobei had just 

gained. 

As for the other people, they would need a long time to slowly change. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could make the people live a happier life than before, more and more people 

would change their faith and become Chen Xiaobei’s followers. 

This was only a matter of time. 

“30 billion new believers! What kind of Halo should I exchange for?” 

Chen Xiaobei was once again caught in a blissful dilemma. 

The heavenly Dao halos were extremely diverse, and almost every one of them had an extremely 

powerful effect. 

If he could, Chen Xiaobei only wanted to say one thing. 

I want all of them! 

However, it was clearly impossible. 
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Chen Xiaobei could only choose one of the Halos to focus on. He could not be half-hearted, or else the 

improvement would not be that great. 

Fortunately, the upper limit of the heavenly Dao Halo in the mortal world was only level nine. 

As his followers grew, Chen Xiaobei might be able to improve many of his halos. 

Of course, he could only choose one at the moment. 

“Attack Halo, the effect of increasing attack power! The defensive Halo had the effect of increasing 

one’s defense! These two were the most practical! No matter what realm you reach, it will bring about 

an improvement!” 

but my cultivation and physical body are still very low. Even with the aura, I still need to rely on magical 

equipment to fight. So, having the attack and defense halos is equivalent to not having them. It’s not 

worth it to upgrade them now! 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was relying on his magical equipment in this battle. There was no point in 

improving his attack and defense. 

The best time to upgrade these two halos would be in the future when Chen Xiaobei mainly relied on his 

own combat power to fight. 

“Lucky aura, increases the number of luck points obtained each time! Charm aura, increases the number 

of charm points obtained each time! These two attributes are very useful!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, ” but my luck and charm are always off the 

charts! I can’t use them all! There doesn’t seem to be much meaning in choosing these two halos!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan in the earth-god Realm had reached its final stage. 

The merit points of the Three Realms would increase, and his luck and charm would also increase. 

Chen Xiaobei’s previous luck and charm points had not been used up yet. With the ten trillion merit 

points in his account, his new luck and charm points had increased by another one trillion points each. 

These two hidden attributes couldn’t be used up in a short time, so there was no need to choose the 

corresponding halos. 

the heavenly Tribulation Halo can weaken the power of the heavenly Tribulation and increase the 

success rate of Ascension! 

no! Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” this Halo is useless in the short term. There’s no need to 

choose it! Just skip it and look at the next one!” 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei would not be able to face the heavenly Tribulation any time soon. 

Even if the heavenly Tribulation really came, Chen Xiaobei was confident that he could overcome it with 

his own strength. He did not need the Halo’s blessing. 

Chen Xiaobei still had this bit of pride. 



“The merit Halo can increase the amount of merit points one can obtain from the Three Realms! I’ll 

exchange for this!” 

Chen Xiaobei focused his mind and finally picked his target.”My goal is to defeat the Emperor of the nine 

Heavens for the second time! In order to ensure that nothing goes wrong, the best choice is to increase 

the merit points of the Three Realms!” 

“It’s decided! I want to exchange for the heavenly merit Halo!” Chen Xiaobei quickly made his decision. 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have successfully exchanged for a level 1 heavenly merit Halo. One billion 

new believers have been consumed! ] 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have successfully exchanged for a level 2 heavenly merit Halo. You have 

consumed 2 billion new believers! ] 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have successfully exchanged for a level 3 heavenly merit Halo. You have 

used up 3 billion new believers! ] 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have successfully exchanged for a level 4 heavenly merit Halo. You have 

used up 4 billion new believers! ] 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have successfully exchanged for a level 5 heavenly merit Halo. You have 

consumed 5 billion new believers! ] 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have successfully exchanged for a level 6 heavenly merit Halo. You have 

used up 6 billion new believers! ] 

[ ding! Congratulations! You have successfully exchanged for a level 7 heavenly merit Halo. You have 

consumed 7 billion new believers! ] 

[ the number of new believers has increased by 2 billion! ] The total number of believers was 120 billion! 

(Only ‘100 million’ as the unit, the rest of the numbers are not calculated in detail.) 

He had used up 28 billion new believers, and his merit Halo had been upgraded to Level Seven. 

The next time he received merit points, he would receive an additional boost with the help of the Halo. 

“If I can defeat nine human emperors three times, that would be great!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned evilly, a little greedily planning to kill the Emperor of nine lives three times. 

It was extremely difficult for others to become a renhuang for nine people. It was difficult to find such a 

person among a trillion people. 

But this Chen Xiaobei was so greedy that he wanted to kill the Emperor of nine lives three times! 

If the nine human emperors in history knew about this, they would all jump up in anger! 

It was infuriating to compare! This was the logic! 

“I’ve settled the Halo of virtue. Next, I’ll wait for the unification of the Nanzhan continent and the 

victorious East continent!” 



Chen Xiaobei rubbed his hands together, full of anticipation for the future. 

“But then again! My cultivation speed is too slow!” 

“It took me 15 days to break through to the next level!” Chen Xiaobei said. If I can’t even break through 

this major realm in three months, how can I possibly transcend the Tribulation and ascend?” 

“I have to act immediately to find the Imperial Sun Crystal and the candle Dragon! Only by completing 

the upgrade of the sunlight cache will I be able to cultivate quickly and ensure that I can ascend in the 

remaining time!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and went to look for dijiang. 

“Uh …” 

However, just as Chen Xiaobei took a step forward, something strange happened! 

A burning pain came from his eyes, which emitted a red-gold luster. 

The strange woman’s voice sounded again! 

More importantly, she did not ask for help this time. Instead, she told Chen Xiaobei a piece of 

information that he desperately needed! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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3325 The mysterious sky demon 

“Do you want to get the sun Emperor crystal? If you promise to save me, I will tell you where the sun 

Emperor crystal is!” 

The mysterious sky demon seemed to be able to read Chen Xiaobei’s mind. He went straight to the point 

and hit Chen Xiaobei’s vital part! 

The sun Emperor crystal! 

This was the last piece of the puzzle for Chen Xiaobei’s rise to power! 

As long as he could find the Imperial Sun Crystal, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation, physical body, treasures, 

friends, and family would all be able to improve rapidly. 

More importantly, the blood Bodhi Divine Tree and the green Lotus seed of chaos could speed up their 

growth, bringing Chen Xiaobei unexpected benefits. 

That mysterious sky Yao actually knew where the sun Emperor crystal was! 

This clue was too tempting for Chen Xiaobei to resist. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was so strong that he would not lose his mind. Instead, he was 

calmer than usual. 

“Who are you? How do you know what I’m thinking?” Chen Xiaobei asked in a serious tone. 
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I’m a pitiful woman. I was framed and sealed for a long time! 

The mysterious heavenly demon said pitifully, ” “As for your consciousness, it was transmitted to my 

mind through the mark of my Natal primordial spirit. Don’t worry, although I know what you’re thinking, 

I definitely won’t harm you! Because you’re the only one who can save me!” 

“I’m at ease? How can I be at ease!” Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold and said, ” “I definitely won’t allow 

anyone to pry into my thoughts! Remove your primordial spirit imprint immediately. Otherwise, I will 

never save you!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had too many secrets in his mind that he could not possibly let an outsider 

know about. 

Furthermore, if his consciousness was being monitored, wouldn’t he lose his privacy? 

“No! I can’t remove the primordial spirit imprint! Because this is the only way I can communicate with 

you!” The mysterious heavenly demon said in a low voice, ” “I beg you! Have pity on me! Give me a 

chance to live!” 

“Cut the crap!” 

“This is a matter of mutual respect!” Chen Xiaobei said. You’re prying into my privacy and are extremely 

disrespectful to me! Not only will I not save you, but I will also kill you!” 

“Don’t you want to know where the sun Emperor crystal is?” The mysterious sky demon asked hurriedly. 

“I will naturally go find the sun Emperor crystal! However, if you want to use this to threaten me, then 

your wishful thinking will definitely fail!” “Because I hate being threatened!” Chen said coldly. 

Hearing this, the mysterious heavenly demon fell into silence. 

Since she could read Chen Xiaobei’s mind, she knew that Chen Xiaobei was not joking with her. 

If she did not listen to Chen Xiaobei, he would never save her! 

This way, it was not her who was threatening Chen Xiaobei, but Chen Xiaobei who was threatening her! 

If they wanted help, they would have to listen to Chen Xiaobei’s orders. 

“Alright! I’ll listen to you …” 

In the end, the mysterious sky demon made a concession. 

After all, she did not have any bargaining chips with Chen Xiaobei. She had no choice but to listen to 

him. 

“Hiss …” 

Soon, the red-gold gossamer that had entered Chen Xiaobei’s forehead slowly came out. 

The red-gold color in Chen Xiaobei’s eyes faded, and the burning pain was reduced. 

whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 



However, the red-gold gossamer’s temperature was extremely high. When it was pushed out of Chen 

Xiaobei’s body, it caused the surrounding objects to emit black smoke and even burst into flames. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly grabbed the red-gold gossamer in his hand. 

Chen Xiaobei’s body was protected by the fire taming Pearl. The high temperature was completely 

blocked, and that was how he managed to avoid a fire. 

“I can teach you a mental cultivation method. That way, you can control my primordial demonic fire!” 

The mysterious heavenly demon’s voice came again. 

“Eh? Are you playing with me?” Chen Xiaobei was enraged. “How can you still spy on my consciousness? 

Are you trying to test my patience?” 

“No, no, no! Please don’t misunderstand!” 

“I’ve really taken out my primordial spirit imprint,” the mysterious heavenly demon quickly said.”Now, 

it’s just a form of primordial spirit communication!” If you don’t believe me, you can ask Emperor Jiang!” 

It was obvious that the mysterious sky demon had been trying to sense Chen Xiaobei’s consciousness. 

Chen Xiaobei was just about to ask Di Jiang about the sky demon, so the sky demon sensed Di Jiang’s 

presence. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had to force the mysterious sky demon to remove his primordial spirit 

imprint. 

Otherwise, all of Chen Xiaobei’s secrets would become transparent. 

Fortunately, the mysterious sky demon knew about Emperor river’s existence and did not dare to play 

any tricks in front of Chen Xiaobei. Otherwise, she would only be putting herself in danger! 

“Alright! I don’t think you dare to trick me!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “What technique are you going to teach me? Hurry up and 

tell me! I’m very busy, I don’t have time to waste!” 

“Alright! Let’s start immediately!” 

The mysterious sky demon thought for a while and said, ” “However, the technique I’m going to teach 

you is very profound. I’m afraid you won’t be able to learn it in a short time. You’d better go to the 

sunlight cache to learn it. This way, you can speed up!” 

“Aren’t you from the heaven realm?” what? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned. you didn’t know that I have the 

scholar heart? ” 

“What? You have the scholar heart?” 

The mysterious sky Yao was very surprised. He hesitated for a few seconds before saying embarrassedly, 

” “Although I’m a sky Yao, I was sealed a long, long time ago. So, I don’t know anything that happened 

later!” 



“Alright! Let’s start immediately!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Alright!” 

After that, the mysterious heavenly demonic change told Chen Xiaobei the method to control the red-

gold gossamer. 

Chen Xiaobei had the scholar heart, so he could understand it without any difficulty. 

“Your power of comprehension is truly terrifying! I didn’t choose the wrong person! Only you can return 

my freedom!” The mysterious sky demon couldn’t help but exclaim. 

The previous test had proven Chen Xiaobei’s innate ability and mental state, and now he had seen Chen 

Xiaobei’s five elements. 

The mysterious sky demon was certain that Chen Xiaobei was the best choice he had made. 

After confirming this, the mysterious heavenly demon would not do anything to harm Chen Xiaobei. 

At least, before she regained her freedom, she would not harm Chen Xiaobei. Otherwise, she would only 

be harming herself. 

“In the future, you’ll be able to freely control the power of that wisp of primordial demonic fire, and 

we’ll be able to communicate through our primordial spirits!” The mysterious heavenly demon said in a 

deep voice. 

“Wait a minute! What did you just say?” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the technique while controlling the red-gold gossamer in his hand. this … This 

gossamer’s name is … Primordial chaos demonic flame??? ” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3326 

3326 True identity 

“That’s right! It’s the primordial chaos demonic flame!” 

The mysterious sky demon did not hide anything from Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “If you’re from the 

heaven realm, you should know my identity when you hear the words” primordial chaos demonic flame 

“!” 

“You … You can’t be … Primordial chaos demon ancestor, right?” Chen Xiaobei’s pupils shrank and his 

scalp went numb. 

One should know that primordial chaos demon ancestor was a super expert born in the chaos of the 

absolute beginning era. He was once on the same level as Dao ancestor Hongjun and devil ancestor 

luohou. He swept across the untainted land and was extremely powerful! 

Back then, luohou was not the only one who wanted to compete with Hongjun. Hongmeng demon 

ancestor had also been secretly planning to defeat Hongjun and become the most powerful in untainted 

land. 
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Unfortunately, Hongjun proved his way in the battle with luohou and became the first Sage of the 

heavenly way in the world. 

Hongjun defeated Hong Meng demon ancestor and destroyed his cultivation. Then, he used a sky-

mending divine stone as the core formation eye and set up a Saint-level seal to seal Hong Meng demon 

ancestor forever. 

According to Nuwa, in the billions of years that had passed, the sky-mending divine stone had absorbed 

countless spiritual aura of heaven and earth. 

Primordial chaos demon ancestor’s cultivation base was also recovering bit by bit. 

“That’s right! I’m primordial chaos demon ancestor! Jun Moxie!” 

The mysterious sky demon said indifferently, ” I was sealed by Hongjun for countless years. I used a 

Supreme secret method to recover my strength bit by bit! After a long wait, the seal finally loosened and 

I was able to send a wisp of the primordial chaos demonic flame out of the seal!” 

“This strand of primordial chaos demonic flame carries my primordial spirit imprint, which is the Scarlet 

Gold gossamer in your hand! Only through it can I seek help from the outside world and regain my 

freedom!” 

“And you’ve passed my test, so your innate ability and mental state are both excellent! That’s why you 

can get my blessing! In addition to that, you’ve displayed your comprehension and courage today! I can 

already firmly believe that you are the one who can return my freedom!” 

“Besides, you know Di Jiang, the ancestor of Sorcery! If he’s willing to make a move, it’ll definitely be 

easy for him to free me! As long as I can regain my freedom! I swear I can fulfill any of your requests! If 

you can say it, then I can do it!” 

There was no doubt that Jun Mohan desperately needed Chen Xiaobei’s help. 

So, she did not hide anything from Chen Xiaobei. She told him everything that she had done, including 

her true thoughts. 

“Is … Is this the legendary fate?” 

Chen Xiaobei was sweating profusely, and he said awkwardly, ” “Although it wasn’t my intention, I’ve 

already helped you once …” He said. 

“You’ve helped me? When was that?” Jun Moxie asked, puzzled. 

“The core formation that sealed you is a sky-mending divine stone! It gave birth to a life!” Chen Xiaobei 

said helplessly. 

“I know!” 

“She’s the incarnation of the sky-mending divine stone, and she’s regarded as Nuwa’s own daughter!” 

Jun Mohan said in a deep voice. 

“Yes, that’s her …” 



I’m the one who took her out of the sealed dimension! Chen Xiaobei said, embarrassed. according to 

what lady Nuwa said, didn’t you already shatter the dimension and escape? Because of this, mother 

Nuwa was extremely angry at me!” 

“So it was you!” 

Jun Mohan was very surprised and sighed repeatedly, ” “Fate! There is a huge fate between you and 

me! Save me! As long as you and I work together, we will definitely be able to reach the peak of the 

Three Realms! The future will be written by us together!” 

“Didn’t you run away already?” Chen Xiaobei asked. Why do you still need me to save you?” 

I did leave that independent space, but I haven’t regained my freedom! 

my physical body is still in the stone seal, ” Jun Mohan said in a deep voice. more importantly, Hongjun 

added a special seal to my primordial spirit when he sealed me! 

“Even after I’m out of the stone seal, I still can’t use most of my power! I have to completely break the 

seal to have a chance to return to my peak state and be truly free!” 

It was obvious that the freedom that Jun Mohan wanted was not as simple as breaking free from the 

seal. 

As one of the most powerful beings that had existed since the beginning of the primordial era, her state 

of mind was probably hundreds of millions of times stronger than Chen Xiaobei’s. 

Even if she had been sealed for billions of years, her great ambitions would never be obliterated. 

The freedom that she really wanted was to defeat Hongjun and look down on all the living beings in the 

Three Realms and six paths. 

“What can I do to give you true freedom?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows furrowed, and his tone became more serious. 

In fact, mother Nuwa had already given the answer to this question. 

Chen Xiaobei asked Jun Mohan again to test her attitude. 

“Kill Futian Xin ‘er!” 

Jun mochen was excited,’as long as I kill Futian Xin’ er, all the seals on me will be removed! Within three 

years, I will definitely be able to return to my peak! When the time comes, I’ll give you everything you 

want!” 

“I refuse!” 

“If you have another way, I can consider helping you!” Chen Xiaobei said. But if you’re tempted, then 

this matter is completely out of the question!” 

“Why?” 



Jun mochen said, ” Futian Xin ‘er is just a little girl who has never experienced the world. Even Nuwa is a 

junior in front of me! If you stand on my side, you’ll definitely bring you great benefits that no one else 

can compare to!” 

“This isn’t a matter of benefits! It’s a matter of friendship!” 

I’m sorry! Chen Xiaobei said, ” lady Nuwa has done me many favors. I will never let her down! Xin ‘er 

sees me as a brother, so I’ll definitely see her as my own sister! Don’t tell me it’s you! Even if the 

heavenly Dao is in front of me, it can’t force me to abandon my friendship!” 

you … Jun Mohan was speechless. 

One had to know that the name of primordial chaos demon ancestor was enough to shake the heavenly 

realm! The olive branch she extended could even move the hearts of gods! 

But this Chen Xiaobei did not even hesitate to reject him! 

“Alright! I won’t force you!” 

After a long silence, Jun mochen continued, ” “You value friendship and loyalty, which is enough to 

prove that you are worthy of my trust! I promise you that I won’t kill Fu Tian Xin ‘er. As long as you help 

me, we’ll think of another way!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was her only hope. She would not fall out with Chen Xiaobei so easily. 

“Sure!” 

“As long as you don’t harm me, I can help you regain your freedom!” But if I find out that you’re trying 

to harm Xin ‘er! I will definitely destroy you and make you disappear from the three worlds and six 

paths!” 

“It’s a deal!” 

I’ll tell you where I am now, ” Jun Mohan said. you just need to bring hundreds of billions of upper 

spiritual stones and I’ll be able to temporarily escape the stone seal and return to the heaven realm! 

“Don’t rush!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not stupid. He said, ” “First tell me, where is the sun Emperor crystal?” 
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3327 A letter from master 

The title of the number one profiteer in the Three Realms was just a joke! 

Jun Mohan might be the primordial chaos demonic ancestor, but if she wanted Chen Xiaobei’s help, she 

would have to give him something in return! 

Without a doubt, the biggest bargaining chip in Jun mochen’s hands was the exact location of the sun 

Emperor crystal! 
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Without this bargaining chip, Chen Xiaobei would not have agreed to help her. 

“Alright! I can tell you!” 

She knew that Chen Xiaobei would not help her for free. She would have to offer something of value to 

gain his trust and help. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei was a man who valued relationships. Jun Mohan knew that if she helped Chen 

Xiaobei, he would keep his promise and help her regain her freedom. 

the specific location of the sun Emperor crystal is in the red flame demon cave, one of the seven 

forbidden areas in the earth-god Realm! 

you can’t go there alive with your strength, ” Jun Mohan said. but as long as you can go through the 

monarch River and find the fire Witch Zhurong, you’ll have a way to get in and take the sun monarch 

crystal! 

“Alright! I got it!” Chen Xiaobei grinned, feeling excited. 

Chen Xiaobei had already captured Zhurong and locked him up in the space. 

As long as six-eared macaque turned into Zhurong, he could control the law of fire, enter the red flame 

demonic cave, and take the sun Emperor crystal. 

“Remember this! We must find Zhurong before we act!” “The sun Emperor crystal is a one-star divine 

item!” Jun Mohan warned worriedly. If you act on your own, you will definitely die! Even the fire taming 

Pearl can’t protect you!” 

“I know!” Chen Xiaobei’s smile remained on his face. 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to tell Jun mochen about Zhurong’s existence. 

After all, even mother Nuwa was wary of Jun Mohan. 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to reveal all his secrets to this terrifying being. 

“Hiss …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei cut off the connection with Jun mochen. 

Using the technique he had just learned, the heat of the grandmist demonic flame was restrained. It was 

like a red-gold hair that directly wrapped around the spatial ring. 

At first glance, there was nothing special about the red-gold thread. However, with a single thought 

from Chen Xiaobei, a terrifyingly high temperature would burst out from it. 

Chen Xiaobei’s fire taming Pearl was a two-star divine item. Anyone below that level would not be able 

to withstand the high temperature. 

Without a doubt, this would become Chen Xiaobei’s Secret trump card! 

“Since the identity of primordial chaos demon ancestor is clear, I don’t need to ask brother dijiang 

anymore!” 



Chen Xiaobei quickly took out his phone and said, ” however, I have to discuss this matter with mother 

Nuwa before I help primordial chaos demon ancestor. I don’t want to cause her trouble again! 

He opened the Three Realms red envelope group and entered the private chat. 

Chen Xiaobei-lady Nuwa! I have something to discuss with you! Are you free now? 

[ Nuwa: you brat! ] What kind of trouble have you caused me again? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” uh … Last time I accidentally let primordial chaos demonic ancestor go. Did the Dao 

ancestor notice? ” 

Nuwa replied,”Dao ancestor is busy calculating the movements of mo Luo Wutian. He hasn’t discovered 

anything about primordial chaos demon ancestor yet.” 

“That’s good … I was worried that the Dao ancestor would punish you!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

[ Nuwa: as long as you protect Xin ‘er! ] Primordial chaos demon ancestor would not be able to recover 

to his peak strength! As long as she didn’t cause any big waves, Dao ancestor wouldn’t notice! After all, 

mo Luo Wu Tian was the biggest threat at the moment. Other small matters were not even worth 

mentioning! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” uh … What if I tell you that primordial chaos demonic ancestor just contacted me? what 

would you think? ” 

Nuwa,”what???” Did primordial chaos demon ancestor contact you? “How … How is this possible?” 

it’s true … Chen Xiaobei thought. she used a trace of the grandmist demonic fire to send messages to the 

outside world. I happened to get my hands on this flame by chance! 

Nuwa asked,”what did she say to you?” Don’t fall for her trick! This woman’s terror is something you 

can’t imagine! 

It was obvious that nüwa was really afraid of Jun Mohan. 

Moreover, in front of Chen Xiaobei, Jun mochen had been acting like she was begging him, and she had 

been lowering herself to him. 

This was definitely not Jun Mohan’s true face. 

Once the demon ancestor regained her freedom, her unparalleled sharpness would be revealed. 

“Don’t worry, lady Nuwa!” Jun Mohan said that she hasn’t completely broken free from the seal! Only 

by killing Xin ‘er would she be completely free! I naturally rejected her on the spot! 

Nuwa replied,”yes, I believe you!” Chen Xiaobei would definitely be able to hold on to this bottom line! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” but, even though I refused to kill Xin ‘er, I still promised to help Jun Mohan. She told me 

where the Imperial Sun Crystal is. I don’t want to owe her a favor, and I don’t want to break my 

promise! 



[ Nuwa: you’re silly! ] The sun monarch crystal is in the earth immortal world. You only need to spend 

some time to find it. Why do you need to make a deal with Jun mochen? This was simply asking for the 

Tiger’s skin and seeking death! 

I know that the Imperial Sun Crystal is in one of the three forbidden places, but I don’t have the time to 

look for it! The longer I drag this out, the more danger fairy Chang ‘e will be in! 

Only by locating the location of the Imperial Sun Crystal can I upgrade in the shortest time possible and 

protect the people I want to protect! 

Nuwa replied, [ helplessly: since you have your reasons, I can’t blame you anymore! ] But you must 

know that this is a cycle of karma. You may regret helping Jun Mohan today! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I can’t care about the future now! If I can’t protect fairy Chang ‘E, I’ll definitely regret 

and blame myself for the rest of my life! Therefore, I have to take a gamble this time! 

[ Nuwa: since you’ve already made up your mind, why are you asking me? ] 

[ I just wanted to hear your opinion too, lady Nuwa. I don’t want to cause you any more trouble. ] 

Nuwa thought,”now that things have come to this, there will definitely be a lot of trouble!” I only hope 

that you will be careful and protect Xin ‘er and yourself! When trouble comes, I’ll try my best to help 

you! 

Chen Xiaobei-thank you, lady Nuwa! 

[ Nuwa: stop with the formalities! ] I just so happen to have something important to tell you! 

[ Chen Xiaobei: please speak, lady Nuwa! ] (All ears) 

[ Nuwa: your master asked me to pass you a message! ] He asked you to take a look at the rift in the 

void as soon as possible! 

Chen Xiaobei: Has his confinement period ended? How was he now? Why didn’t you contact me 

personally? 

There was no doubt that his master, the prime of Tongtian, was the person Chen Xiaobei respected, 

trusted, and valued the most. 

Sect leader Tongtian had been confined by Hongjun since he forcibly integrated the crack of the void 

into the chaos sword embryo. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei had not contacted the prime of Tongtian. 

One could only imagine how important this message was to Chen Xiaobei! 
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Chapter 3328: shocking scheme 

 [ Nuwa: your master’s confinement period hasn’t ended yet! ] However, in order to calculate the 

movements of mo Luo Wu Tian, the seven great heavenly path sages need to join forces. Therefore, 
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your master’s primordial spirit has been liberated and can communicate with the other six great 

heavenly path sages! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’Sifu, only his primordial spirit has been released? Does this mean that his body 

and nascent soul are still in confinement? 

Nuwa replied,”yes … Your master’s confinement won’t be completely lifted any time soon!” 

Nuwa thought,”I’m sure you know about the Dao ancestor’s art of checks and balances!” Now, you’re 

like the sun in the sky in the human world, and you may even unify the earth immortal world! The more 

outstanding you are, the more difficult it will be for your master to regain his freedom! 

Dao ancestor Hongjun pursued the art of checks and balances. Among his six disciples, Hongjun would 

suppress the one that was more powerful. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had luohou, Taiyi, and Emperor Jiang, three top-tier elites, as well as six-eared 

macaque, Ying Zheng, Jiang Ziya, and other mighty figures to help him. 

Of the four continents in the earth-god Realm, three were already in Chen Xiaobei’s possession. 

If Chen Xiaobei could really unify the earth-god Realm, he would be the one in charge of the entire 

human world. 

Furthermore, the merit points and followers that Chen Xiaobei had gained would be of great help to 

him. 

From all aspects, Chen Xiaobei’s development was progressing by leaps and bounds, and his future was 

bright. 

If Chen Xiaobei was allowed to develop smoothly, one day, he would be able to reach the heavenly 

realm and make a new world for himself. 

Because of this, the more Chen Xiaobei developed, the more Dao ancestor Hongjun wanted to suppress 

the tribe of Jie. 

Now, the only people left in the tribe of severity were Chen Xiaobei and sect leader Tongtian. 

In Hongjun’s eyes, a small fry like Chen Xiaobei did not deserve to be attacked by him. The best choice 

was to suppress the prime of Tongtian. 

Unless Chen Xiaobei encountered something that caused him to go downhill, he would not be able to 

free himself from his imprisonment. 

In fact, Hongjun’s actions were completely reasonable. 

In the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, sect leader Tongtian controlled the God-killing sword 

formation, and tens of thousands of Immortals of the tribe of severity came to pay their respects. With 

such a great momentum, even the way of heaven couldn’t sit still. It plotted secretly and triggered a 

deadly battle between the tribe of severity and the tribe of enlightenment. 

It was not hard to imagine that sect master Tongtian was a very capable and charming person. 



If he allowed the prime of Tongtian to break free from his confinement and join hands with Chen 

Xiaobei … 

With the help of Luo Yi, Taiyi, and Emperor Jiang, the three peak-level sages-to-be. 

The power of the tribe of severity would probably surpass the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation. 

Not only would Hongjun suppress it, but the way of heaven might also plot against it again. 

Therefore, it was actually a good thing for Chen Xiaobei that the prime of Tongtian was locked up. 

At least Chen Xiaobei did not have to face Hongjun or even the heavenly axiom’s scheme so early. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did want to free the prime of Tongtian. 

Chen Xiaobei could only blame himself for not being strong enough. If not, he would have been finished 

with a single punch, be it Hongjun or the heavenly axiom. 

In a situation where he was not strong enough, forbearance was the only choice. 

[ since Sifu won’t be coming out for a while, please send my regards to him on behalf of your disciple, 

lady Nuwa! ] I’ll definitely complete the task that master has given me as soon as possible! 

Nuwa replied,”don’t worry, I’ll relay your message!” If there’s nothing else, we’ll contact each other in 

the future! 

Chen Xiaobei-goddess Nuwa, please wait! This disciple still has one more thing to ask! 

Nuwa said,”tell me!” 

Chen Xiaobei,”what’s so special about mo Luo Wu Tian?” He was at most a peak-stage Sage-to-be, so 

why did the seven heavenly path sages have to work together to predict his movements? 

“Nuwa: because the laws are different!” Mo Luo Wu Tian controlled the core of the devil realm and 

created the Law of the Devil realm! As long as he did not leave the demonic realm, he would not be 

restricted by the laws of the Three Realms! 

Nuwa said,”that’s why it’s extremely difficult for us to calculate his movements!” Even if the seven great 

heavenly path sages joined forces, they would still be unable to make an accurate prediction! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’the demonic world’s law? (Surprised) according to what you said, the demon 

world has become the Fourth World after the three worlds of heaven, earth, and man! In other words, it 

was a special plane that transcended the Three Realms and was not invisible? 

Nuwa agreed. The demonic realm had always existed, but it had been hidden very well! After the battle 

between Dao ancestor and Rahu, he had never stopped searching for the devil realm, but he had not 

found it so far! 

Chen Xiaobei thought, that’s not right! The devil realm had never been found, which meant that the 

laws of the devil realm had existed long ago! That should have been created by Rahu! 

Nuwa agreed. The earliest laws of the devil World were indeed created by the devil ancestor, Luo Yi. 

However, Luo Yi had fallen too early, so the laws were not perfect enough! 



[ Nuwa: after luohou, mo Luo Wutian is considered the most outstanding genius of the demon race! ] He 

had broken Luo Yi’s Devil world’s nomological laws with his own strength and re-created a more perfect 

and higher-ranked nomological law! 

[ Nuwa: so, strictly speaking, the complete nomological laws of the devil World were actually created by 

Molo Wutian! ] 

Chen Xiaobei: ” if that’s the case, does that mean that mo Luo Wutian is stronger than Rahu? ” 

Nuwa thought,”it’s hard to compare … In terms of power, there’s not much difference between Molo 

Wutian and a peak-level luohou!” However, Rahu was born from the Grand primordium origin and was 

the legitimate ancestral God of the demon race! His Foundation far surpassed that of mo Luo Wu Tian! 

[ Nuwa: that’s true. It seems like mo Luo Wutian has comprehended something special from the core of 

the demonic realm! ] This kind of thing allowed Luo Yi to not fear the heavenly Dao, and even more so 

not be restricted by the heavenly Dao! In this aspect, he was far superior to Luo Yi. 

Obviously, Luo Yi was the Orthodox fiend ancestor, but he had been forced to enter a primordial spirit 

contract by the Dao ancestor and become a reincarnated ancient immortal. It was equivalent to being 

eaten alive by the heavenly Dao! In this aspect, he was indeed inferior to mo Luo Wutian! 

However, the legitimate fiend ancestor was definitely not as simple as a title! All the ancient secrets that 

Luo Yi knew, as well as his influence in the demon race, were things that mo Luo Wu Tian could not 

compare to! 

All in all, there should be no difference between mo Luo Wu Tian and the devil ancestor Luo Yi at his 

peak. 

[ Nuwa: now, luohou is only an earth level deity. It’s meaningless to compare him with mo Luo Wutian! ] 

What you should really pay attention to is the message your master gave you! 

Chen Xiaobei, enter the rift? (Sudden realization) I understand! Master wants me to be like mo Luo 

Wutian, to comprehend the same special thing from the core of the human world! I’m not restricted by 

the heavenly Dao! 

[ Nuwa: it’s good that you understand! ] You can’t tell anyone else about this except me! Otherwise, you 

will die without a doubt! 

Chen Xiaobei: Once the heavenly Dao can’t restrain me, it will definitely think of ways to get rid of me! 

[ Nuwa: it’s good that you understand! ] Your master has gone to great pains for you! I hope you won’t 

let him down! 

“I’ll definitely do my best … But I want to know why you’re willing to help us hide this, lady Nuwa?” 

Shouldn’t you tell the Dao ancestor about this kind of heaven-defying thing? 
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As everyone knew, the heavenly Dao dharmic decree at the beginning of the chaos was that Pangu 

opened the sky, Nuwa created the spirit, and Taiyi ruled the world. 

Goddess nvywa and Taiyi’s merits were equal, but Taiyi’s body and ancestors were destroyed, while 

goddess nvywa became a Saint. 

The most important reason for such a huge gap was that Taiyi threatened the way of heaven, while 

Nuwa posed no threat to the way of heaven and was extremely obedient. 

Previously, when Chen Xiaobei and Nuwa were talking about Futian Xin ‘er, Nuwa did not even dare to 

say anything bad about the great elder. 

It was obvious that the Dao ancestors and the heavenly Dao held Supreme positions in Nuwa’s heart 

that could not be blasphemed. 

The message from the prime of Tongtian was obviously to make Chen Xiaobei follow the same path as 

mo Luo Wutian. 

Although the final result was not yet confirmed, Chen Xiaobei might be like mo Luo Wutian, who was 

not restricted by the heavenly Dao. He might even become an existence that went against the heavenly 

Dao and become the heavenly Dao’s biggest threat. 

From Nuwa’s perspective, she should not have helped Chen Xiaobei. Instead, she should have killed 

Chen Xiaobei and nipped this threat in the bud. 

There must be a reason for this. 

[ Nuwa: since you’ve made it clear, I might as well tell you directly! ] If it was in the past, I definitely 

wouldn’t help your master send the message. I would even capture you! 

[ Nuwa: but, I have a daughter now! ] I don’t want anything to happen to her! So, I hope you can 

become stronger! It would be best if he could be strong enough to make the heavenly Dao fear him! 

The last time Chen Xiaobei talked to Nuwa, she had mentioned her concerns. 

First of all, if Chen Xiaobei let primordial chaos demonic ancestor go, both Nuwa and Chen Xiaobei 

would be severely punished. 

But more importantly, if Dao ancestor wanted to seal primordial chaos demon ancestor again, he would 

have to take away Futian Xin ‘er’s life and turn her back into a divine stone to suppress the core of the 

seal. 

In order to ensure Futian Xin ‘er’s safety, Chen Xiaobei needed to have the power to fight a Dao 

ancestor. 

The Dao ancestor was the representative of the heavenly Dao. To resist the Dao ancestor was equivalent 

to resisting the heavenly Dao. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had to be like mo Luo Wutian, strong enough to make the heavenly Dao fear 

him. Only then would he be able to protect Fu Tian Xin ‘er. 

It was also in order to protect her daughter that nüwa’s mentality had changed. 



In the past, without Fu Tian Xin ‘er, Nuwa would have been absolutely loyal to the heavenly Dao and 

would have fought to the death with those who defied the heavenly Dao. 

However, now that she had a daughter, there was something called kinship in Nuwa’s heart. 

Her loyalty to the heavenly Dao would not allow nüwa to give up her daughter’s life. 

It was for this reason that Nuwa had helped sect master Tongtian send a message and concealed this 

earth-shaking scheme that could change the future! 

Chen Xiaobei: Don’t worry, mother Nuwa! I’ll treat Xin ‘er as my own sister! No matter who wants to 

touch her, they will have to step over my dead body! 

[ Nuwa: I’m absolutely assured of your character! ] The only thing I’m worried about is your strength! 

Your master has already helped you to lay out the path to heaven, but if you don’t have the ability to 

reach the end! Then, all his previous plans and efforts would be meaningless! He would even harm 

others, himself, and even his friends and family! 

Chen Xiaobei: In the future, he had to be careful with every step he took. He had to do his best and raise 

his cultivation as fast as possible! 

Nuwa: ” hmm … I’m still in front of the Dao ancestor and can’t help you much. You can only rely on 

yourself for every step you take in the short term! However, I believe that your master will not choose 

the wrong person. You will not let us down! 

[ I will work hard to live up to my master! ] Chen Xiaobei thought. 

Nuwa asked,”by the way, how’s your collection of the weapon Mystic tokens going?” You and little Daji 

have been in love for a lifetime, and you can be together again in this life. Don’t let her down! 

[ she risked her life to save me in my past life. I can’t let her down in this life! ] However, I only have six 

of them at the moment. One of them is missing and the other two should be in Xu Fu’s hands! 

Nuwa thought,”as expected … The heavenly court is also interfering in this matter!” 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’what’s so special about this little fox? Through Xu Fu, the Jade Emperor had been 

searching for the token for billions of years without stopping! 

[ Nuwa: little Daji is my confidant. She’s also closely related to the heavenly Dao! ] 

Chen Xiaobei,”she’s related to the heavenly axiom???” (Shocked) what is going on??? 

[ Nuwa: this matter has to be explained from the last immeasurable catastrophe! ] At that time, the 

untainted land was not yet broken, and the land of nine prefectures was ruled by King Zhou of Shang! 

Nuwa: ” the world only knew that King Zhou of Shang desecrated my divine form. In a fit of anger, I sent 

Daji to transform into a demon concubine and stir up trouble around King Zhou. In the end, the people 

were in a state of misery and the whole country was in chaos. 

[ Nuwa: but in fact, Daji was sent by the heavenly Dao! ] Daji disturbed the land of the nine prefectures 

not because I wanted to take revenge on King Zhou! Instead, the way of heaven wanted to stir up a 



dispute in the tribe of severity and the tribe of enlightenment by taking advantage of the chaos in the 

world! 

Chen Xiaobei: Little Daji was actually a chess piece of the way of heaven. After she disturbed the land of 

nine prefectures, the martial King of great Zhou stood on his own and led the revolutionary Army to 

wage an all-out war against King Zhou! 

[ Chen Xiaobei: back then, the mainland was still intact and chanism was already supporting King Wu! ] 

The master of the tribe of severity had ordered that the disciples were not allowed to interfere in the 

affairs of the world. However, due to Shen Gongbao’s instigation, the disciples of the tribe of severity 

were tricked to leave their Mountain Gate one by one and support King Zhou! 

[ just like that, the enmity between the tribe of severity and the tribe of enlightenment intensified and 

accumulated in the war. In the end, it reached the bottom of a life-and-death struggle! ] In the many 

years of war, there were countless casualties in the nine regions. The clan of enlightenment was greatly 

damaged, and my clan of Jie was almost exterminated! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” this battle is the third infinite cataclysm. It’s known in history as the battle of deification! 

[ Nuwa: yes! ] This was the truth of the last immeasurable catastrophe! The way of heaven was behind 

all this, adding fuel to the fire in order to suppress the strongest tribe of enlightenment and tribe of 

severity at that time! 

[ if what you said is true, then little Daji is the heavenly axiom’s pawn. She must have some clues about 

the heavenly axiom! ] 

[ Nuwa: yes … Little Daji is the only clue I know about the heavenly Dao in this world! ] 

Nuwa thought,”the heavenly Dao already existed before the chaos of the absolute beginning!” However, 

in the past trillion years, no one had ever seen the true face of the heavenly Dao! 

Nuwa thought,”even the most loyal Dao ancestors of the heavenly Dao can’t say for sure if the heavenly 

Dao is really a Supreme divine existence.” Or was it an illusory law? He couldn’t even tell where the 

heavenly Dao was. What do you want to do? 

[ Nuwa: if one day, you really want to become the enemy of the heavenly Dao! ] Little Daji is the only 

clue in this world that can help you find the heavenly Dao! 

Chen Xiaobei,”I understand what you mean!” However, I did not find any clues on little Daji. 

[ Nuwa: you should know about that clue! ] It was on little Daji’s body! Moreover, it would be with her 

for all eternity and would never disappear! 
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It was obvious that nüwa did not want to reveal little Daji’s Secret. 
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But now that Nuwa had made it clear to Chen Xiaobei that she wanted to protect her daughter against 

the heavenly Dao, there was no need to hide the ultimate secret about little Daji! 

Other people might not know about this clue, but Daji was very close to Chen Xiaobei when she was 

alive, so it was not difficult for her to guess. 

Chen Xiaobei, the clue you’re talking about is the demonic Fire Red Lotus? 

[ Nuwa: yes! ] The demonic Fire Red Lotus was personally imprinted on little Daji by the heavenly Dao! 

There was a power of heavenly Dao hidden in the mark! It was originally to let little Daji attack and kill 

the winner between your master and heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

Nuwa said, ” but in the end, your tribe of severity was almost exterminated, and the clan of 

enlightenment was greatly damaged. That’s why the way of heaven didn’t activate the power of the 

demonic Fire Red Lotus! Instead, in order to silence her, he used the demonic Fire Red Lotus to devour 

little Daji’s cultivation, causing little Daji to die in Jiang Ziya’s hands! 

Chen Xiaobei: The demonic Fire Red Lotus was a double-edged sword! The heavenly Dao was too 

ruthless! 

A double-edged sword! 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to see through the nature of the demonic Fire Red Lotus. 

First of all, the original intention of the war of deification was to suppress the tribe of enlightenment and 

the tribe of severity. The way of heaven would not let either side take advantage of the war. 

In other words, no matter who won, sect leader Tongtian or honored Lord of the origin, as long as the 

power was further expanded, the power of the way of heaven in the demonic Fire Red Lotus would be 

activated, and Daji would kill the winner to achieve the purpose of suppression. 

From this, it could be seen that even the heavenly path sages, who were said to be immortal and 

indestructible, would still be in danger in front of the heavenly path. 

The heavenly Dao had absolute power and could easily kill heavenly Dao Saints. 

However, after the Great War of deification, the tribe of severity was almost exterminated, and the clan 

of enlightenment was also greatly damaged. Although honored Lord of the origin won, he was no longer 

a threat to the way of heaven, which was why the way of heaven kept him. 

As a chess piece of the heavenly Dao, Daji was responsible for instigating and ending the war. 

Since heavenly Lord Yuanshi did not have to die, Daji could only be sentenced to death as a sinner. 

According to Nuwa, Daji had the ability to protect herself at that time. However, her cultivation was 

backfired by the demonic Fire Red Lotus, and she fell into the hands of Jiang Ziya. 

Of course, Jiang Ziya did not kill Daji with his own hands. 

At that time, Daji was already unable to resist and was pushed to the execution ground to be beheaded. 

Because of Daji’s beauty, the executioner did not have the heart to do it. 



It was Jiang Ziya’s idea to cover Daji’s face and then behead her. 

Jiang Ziya only gave an idea. 

In fact, Daji had died under the scheme of the heavenly Dao! 

The demonic Fire Red Lotus was a double-edged sword. It could kill others, but it could also kill Daji. 

From this, it could be seen how ruthless the heavenly Dao’s methods were! 

Nuwa thought,”the heavenly Dao is ruthless, so it’s naturally impossible for it to be soft-hearted!” 

Fortunately, Daji’s soul was preserved after her death. After she reincarnated, she became the little fox 

that you met in your previous life! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I still have a cleansing Bodhi in my infinite space ring. I’ve checked it before. The 

demonic Fire Red Lotus mark is still there! 

[ Nuwa: I’ve said it before. The mark of the demonic Fire Red Lotus will accompany little Daji for all 

eternity! ] In this life, you can also use this mark to find her! As for her corpse from her previous life, you 

must also keep it well! 

Chen Xiaobei: The demonic Fire Red Lotus was the only clue to the heavenly Dao! Naturally, he would 

keep it well! 

[ Nuwa: when you reach the heaven realm, you can ask Jiang Ziya if it’s possible to find Daji’s body again. 

] 

Chen Xiaobei,”you mean …” 

Nuwa, Su Daji in the first life, little fox in the Second Life, Nine-Tailed spirit in the third life! Three 

reincarnations were one small reincarnation cycle! If you can gather all three of the demonic Fire Red 

Lotus Imprints, you might be able to get a deeper clue! 

Chen Xiaobei: I will remember this. When I reach the heaven realm, I will ask Jiang Ziya to provide clues 

to find Su Daji’s body. 

Nuwa said,”alright!” We’ll talk about a lot of things this time. You’ll need time to slowly digest them and 

put them into practice one by one. We’ll talk again if we have the chance in the future. 

[ Chen Xiaobei: disciple bids lady Nuwa farewell! ] 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei and Nuwa’s conversation contained a lot of information. 

Primordial chaos demon ancestor, mo Luo Wu Tian, Fu Tian Xin ‘er, the Great War of deification, the 

little fox, and Tian Dao! 

After sorting out all these clues, the content that Chen Xiaobei had to think about was so huge that it 

was terrifying. 

There were still many things that Chen Xiaobei had to do at all costs. 

He would slowly digest them and put them into practice! 



This was Chen Xiaobei’s main point. There was no point in talking about anything else. 

“The first thing I need to do now is to upgrade the sunlight cache! Only by taking care of this talisman 

can my strength increase at the fastest speed!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly called Di Jiang and six-eared macaque to his side. 

Without a doubt, everything that Chen Xiaobei had to do now was related to his own strength. 

In the short term, he needed strength to ascend to the heaven realm, to protect his friends and family, 

to enter the rift of the void, and to find the weapon Mystic token. 

In the long run, the blood Bodhi Divine Tree, the green Lotus seed of chaos, and some other special 

matters would require the sunlight cache to speed up. 

If he could not upgrade the sunlight cache, Chen Xiaobei’s future plans would be delayed indefinitely. He 

might not even be able to complete any of his tasks. 

Therefore, upgrading the sunlight cache was Chen Xiaobei’s top priority! It was also a prerequisite for all 

future operations! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei first took out 500 low-grade spiritual jades and released Zhurong from the Meru space. 

Six-eared macaque would transform into Zhurong after absorbing the spiritual Qi. 

The purpose of this was obviously to subdue the sun Emperor crystal in the red flame demon cave. 

After the cultivation and the transformation, Chen Xiaobei only had 13400 low-grade spiritual jades left. 

There would not be a shortage in the short term, but Chen Xiaobei still had to think of a way to earn as 

much as possible. Otherwise, many things would be delayed when he was at the end of his rope. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei asked Di Jiang to go alone to find the time witch, candle Dragon. 

This was naturally to save time. 

Once Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque were done with the sun monarch crystal, they would be able 

to pinpoint the candle Dragon’s location at the Emperor River. Chen Xiaobei would then be able to kill 

his way there and settle this matter once and for all! 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque set off for the flaming demonic cave in the Western 

aparagodaniya while Di Jiang went to a mysterious island in the North Sea. 

At the same time, in the land of aparagodaniya, an Alliance negotiation was in progress. 

The leader of the negotiation was Chen Xiaobei’s old enemy. 

Shen Gongbao! 


